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8D7N SPLENDID FORMOSA   
HIGHLIGHTS
• Yehliu • Taroko National Park 
• Alishan Forest Park • Chiufen
• E-DA World Theme Park

DAY 1  SINGAPORE / TAIPEI
Hotel: Taoyuan Tao Garden or similar

Upon arrival Taoyuan International Airport, transfer to 
hotel check in & free and leisure.

DAY 2  C.K.S. MEMORIAL HALL / 
BISCUITS SHOP / YEHLIU / CHIUFEN / 
XUESHAN TUNNEL / SUAHUA SCENIC ROAD 
(Breakfast / Dinner) 
Hotel: Hualien Cullinan Hotel or similar    

National CKS Memorial Hall: The most impressive 
monument to the great Chinese Hero. The hall’s 
enormous marble adifice towers over landscaped 
garden, graceful pavillions and placid ponds. The 
bronze statue of late President looks out over the city 
from the main buiding. Chiufen Old Street: There 
are many kinds of oriental snacks here. To see the 
old fashioned way of life that still exists with the aura 
of an old mining that is still apparent. Here you can 
also try some famous local dish as is Taro and Sweet 
Potato Ball etc.

DAY 3  TAROKO GORGE / 
TAROKO MEMORIAL ARCH BUILDING / 
CHANGCHUN TEMPLE / SWALLOW GROTTO / 
LINGZHI MUSEUM / SANXIANTAI/ PISILIAN
(Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner) 
Hotel: East Seacoast Resort Hotel or similar    

Taroko National Park: The gorge was formed by 
rushing river waters which have cut straight through 
the marble and granite to create a beautiful, narrow 
ravine with waterfall and patches of mist clinging to 
the mountain, surrounded by subtropical forests. 
There are several notable scenic spots in and near the 
gorge. Taroko Memorial Arch Building: it’s designed 
in Chinese style. Changchun Temple: Situated on the 
valley with the beautiful scene. Pisilian: At first, that 
is the name of the coast, but in reality is hidden in 
sanxiatai north, a small indigenous tribe.

DAY 4  E-DA WORLD THEME PARK / 
FO GUANG SHAN / RUEIFONG NIGHT MARKET 
(Breakfast) 
Hotel: International Citizen Hotel or similar   

E-DA World Theme Park: E-DA theme park built in 
Greece construction style. Fo Guang Shan: You will 
find the buddhist center of South Taiwan, established 
Master Hsing Yun and his disciples. The architecture 
of the temples are very characteristic. Rueifeng Night 
Market: Rueifeng night market snacks not only cheap 
but also very delicious, each has its own exclusive 
tastes, ingredients used are also real materials, often 
fabulous and memorable. 

Tour Code : GV2-TWNTR8     

DAY 8  TAIPEI / SINGAPORE (B) 

Free activities, to designated collection time Transfer 
to airport for flight back home.

DAY 5  PEARL CENTER / 
ETERNITY SUSPENSION BRIDGES / 
ALISHAN FOREST PARK / SISTER POND / 
SHOUZHEN TEMPLE
(Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner) 
Hotel: Long Yun Leisure Farm or similar       

Eternity Suspension Bridges: Permanence bridge 
were two difference bridge, the lower is the ground 
for a long suspension bridge height was Tianchang, 
where often seeen in pairs of lover strolling in then 
bridge, down from the upper deck overlooking the 
field of vision is more empty wide. Alishan Forest 
Park: Alishan is very famous for the sunrise view and 
the cloud. 

DAY 6  JIJI RAILWAY STATION / 
SUN MOON LAKE / WEN WU TEMPLE /
ABORIGINAL PRODUCTS SHOP / 
TAIWAN TEA CENTER / FENGJIA NIGHT MARKET 
(Breakfast / Lunch) 
Hotel:Taichung City Resort or similar       

Jiji Railway Station: Located in the railroad culture-
based tourism to the town, “Jiji, Nantou Coutry” the 
main station building is a plain cypress wood crafted, 
very elegant appearance. Sun Moon Lake: The largest 
lake in Taiwan. There is an island called “Guang Hua 
Island”in the middle of the lake. Northern part of the 
island looks like a sun, southern part looks like a moon, 
that’s why called Sun Moon Lake. Wen Wu Temple: 
The temple to enshrine and worship Confucius, Guan 

Gong and Yue Faye. Feng Jia Night Market: This is the 
night market which is near by the Feng Jia University. 
You could not only shop for the low-price clothes, but 
also try the local food.

DAY 7  MARTYR’S SHRINE / 
TIANLU ARTS CENTER / FISHERMAN’S 
WHARF /  DANSHUI OLD STREET / 
SHIHLIN NIGHT MARKET
(Breakfast / Lunch) 
Hotel: Taipei Ximen Citizen Hotel or similar         

Martyr’s Shrine: To view an elaborate ceremony of 
changing guards hourly. Fisherman’s Wharf: Located 
in conjunction of Tamsui River and the sea. The 
Lover’s Bridge, built in 2003, is a beautiful landmark in 
Tamsui and become a popular place of dating.
Shihlin Night Market: It is one of the most popular 
night markets in Taipei city. 

REMARKS
The above itinerary is for reference only, and is subject to 
any necessary changes in accordance to local requirements.


